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Visualizing Big Data: The Case of Google Flu Trends (GFT)
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In 2014 Google’s much-debated tool for digital prognostic of flu spread was used as an example of the problems of Big Data wrangling (Lazer 2014). With the outbreak of the pandemic ebola later that same year the debate intensified even more. GFT is currently tracking search queries concerning Dengue fever and was created with the future threat of pandemics in mind, built on the presumption that victims would search the web using specific search words when the symptoms set in. During the first year of its launch (2008), it completely missed the US swine-flu pandemic and it has continuously miscalculated data since. The debate has come to focus on the reliance on software and the relevance of so called Big Data generated prognoses and estimations (Butler 2013, Cook 2011).

In our presentation we will ask whether the common critique of research relying on Big Data can be applied to the visual levels of the data presentation as well. Does the visual presentations mirror the fallacies of big data derivation, or does it somehow disguise it in aesthetic form producing certain “Big Data fallacy concealers”?

In the case of GFT the rather rudimentary visual translation of data does not enable any questioning of methods or representability. The user of the digital service will nowhere be able to get insight into the methods used to derive these data or how they have been made visually translatable into the different colored countries of the flu tracker map. From the specific example of GFT we will extend the discussion to embrace scientific visualizations of big data in general, and attempts to clarify the methodology in visual form. Is there an inherent need within the handling of Big Data to visualize the method behind the analysis, which is often extremely complex, and not only the data? Is this possible?
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